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Seth Speaks... 
"Projections involve many more aspects of the 
whole self, and are a mark that the personality 
is progressing in important ways. The inner 
senses are allowed their greatest freedom in 
projection states, and the whole self retains 
experience that it would not otherwise. When 
this knowledge becomes part of the usual 
waking consciousness, that is when you realize 
what you have done, then you have taken a 
gigantic step forward..."  ~ ES6, Session 274



Seth Speaks... 

"... An almost automatic determination must be 
set up however if projections with conscious 
awareness are to be anything but rare 
oddities."  ~ ES6, Session 274

Determination & Focus



Last Year’s Talk

Indirect Method for inducing OBEs

✦Borrowed from Michael Raduga’s book The Phase

✦Uses last 2 hours of sleep for projections

✦Algorithm combining several techniques 

✦Performed upon each awakening in the morning



This Year’s Talk

Continue where I left off last year...

Advanced Techniques and Explorations

✦ Increase the quality of our projections  
(deepening & maintaining the state)

✦Fun & exciting activities while OOB  
(travel techniques & plans of action)  



Deepening
What is deepening?

✦a way of focusing ourselves into the OOB state

✦ like tuning a radio, we tune ourselves into a highly 
focused mind state, stabilizing our experience

✦we dial our inner senses into a very specific & stable 
reality construction

✦blurry vision gets clear; hearing becomes acute, our 
“body” is quick, mobile, light; the mind is clear



Deepening

When do I deepen?

✦ Immediately after separating from the body

Why Deepen our OOB?

✦Prolong our time OOB

✦Make the state more full, realistic, even hyperreal



Deepening
Why Deepen our OOB?

✦W/o deepening, we are likely to have a...

✦much shorter experience

✦sudden unwanted return to the body

✦ falling into unconscious sleep & dreaming

✦ incomplete separation from the body

✦sluggish or incomplete mobility & perception

✦chaotic experiences, lacking clarity & focus



The Art of Deepening

How do I deepen?

✦First: adopt different position to our physical body

✦Next: Sensory Amplification:

✦Palpation (feeling)

✦Peering (visual)

✦Palpation & Peering combo (feeling & visual)



The Art of Deepening
Sensory Amplification: Palpation

✦Reach out and touch any objects available

✦Keep the hands moving, actively feeling

✦Constantly locate new objects

✦Carefully but quickly feel surrounding surfaces

✦Feel floor, carpet, walls, our energy body, etc...

✦Rub hands as if warming them on cold day

✦Blowing on hands is also effective



The Art of Deepening
Sensory Amplification: Peering

✦Use our visual sense to look at objects

✦Look from distance of 4 to 6” away

✦Quality of vision increases by focusing on objects

✦Notice as many fine & minute details as possible

✦hands - examine creases, cuticles, nails, etc...

✦walls - examine texture, wall paper, color, etc...

✦Keep active & moving in your perceptions 



The Art of Deepening

Sensory Amplification:  
Peering & Palpation

Most effective form of deepening

✦Combine visual w/ feeling

✦Rub hands together 4 to 6” away while peering

✦Feel walls while also peering, noticing all the details

✦Remember, keep moving, keep active, don’t linger



The Art of Deepening
Other Deepening Techniques

✦Aggressive Action (kinesthetic)

✦vigorous use of our energy body

✦run, climb, jump, gymnastics, etc.

✦ Imagining Reality (visual)

✦vividly imagine any place in physical world

✦Combination (kinesthetic & visual)

✦Ex: running in our favorite place 



The Art of Deepening
✦once out, immediately palpate our surroundings

✦ focus intently on the sensations of touch

✦use vision to scrutinize objects, just inches away

✦keep feeling, moving, taking in more, stay active

✦use kinesthetic-visual senses as intensely as possible

✦ let the environment we are in crystalize, stabilize

✦we focus our surrounding environment into being

✦our environment is created by our ability  
to perceive it



The Art of Maintaining
✦to “maintain” continue to deepen while OOB

✦keep our perceptions active & engaged

✦don’t become idle

✦apply constant sensory amplification

✦continue to touch & examine objects & surroundings

✦vigorously deepen at any hint of returning to body  

✦stay active: have a plan of action and carry it out *



The Art of Maintaining
Other Tips & Tricks to Maintain

“Hooking into the State”

Upon first signs of a return to body

✦grab any nearby object

✦hold onto it while returning

✦phantom object will remain in our phantom hand

✦use phantom sensations to project again



The Art of Maintaining

Other Tips & Tricks to Maintain

Resist Falling Asleep

✦keep aware of possibility  
of falling into unconscious dreaming

✦Remember from time to time to stay “awake”

✦Be observer: scrutinize activities rather then 
blindly going along with any action



The Art of Maintaining

Other Tips & Tricks to Maintain

Reality Checks (check for False Awakenings)

✦Hyper-concentration: intensely stare at an object

✦Doubt: any question about reality or projection

✦ Attempt something “impossible”

✦Check for inconsistencies in surroundings



The Art of Maintaining

Other Tips & Tricks to Maintain

Secondary Separations from Body

✦upon each return to body, make another  
attempt to separate

✦use any separation technique to get right back out

✦don’t miss the golden opportunity to re-exit!



Advanced Techniques
Once you’re stable in your projection...

✦Find Objects

✦Find People 

✦Obtain Information

✦Self Healing

✦Creative Development

✦Translocate / Disapparate - Apparate



Advanced Techniques
Once you’re stable in your projection...

✦Travel

✦anywhere in the physical world

✦anywhere in the mythical world

✦deep outer space

✦time travel

✦ Inner Self travel

✦Any other Plan of Action



Advanced Techniques
Ideas for Plans of Action while OOB

✦Visit a master, dead or alive

✦Play with our pet OOB (fun!)

✦Visit a past or future home, mate, friend, etc...

✦Visit mythical places:  
Hogwarts, Minas Tirith, Mt Olympus

✦Practice reality construction:  
materialize & dematerialize objects

✦Many many more... even the sky is not the limit!



Advanced Techniques 

Finding Objects

✦Find by turning around

✦Find around a corner

✦Find in our hand

✦Direct materialization

✦Practice materialization / dematerialization



Advanced Techniques 

Finding People

✦Call out their name, focus on their essence

✦Close eyes, call name, feel essence, open eyes 
(similar to a finding objects technique)

✦Can be dead or alive in our terms

✦Can be famous, masters, or...

✦may be inaccessible in physical terms



Advanced Techniques 

Obtaining Information

✦Objects 
(Books, TV, computer, radio, signs, notes, etc...)

✦People & Beings 
(Experts, Guides, Inner self)

✦Locations 
(Future home, work, lost pets or objects)



Advanced Techniques 

Translocate / Disapparate - Apparate

✦Translocate while separating

✦Translocate using a door

✦Translocate via teleportation

✦Translocate via closing eyes



Advanced Techniques 

Travel

✦Translocation will take us anywhere  
Physical / Nonphysical / Past / Present / Future

✦Limits are only those imposed on ourselves



Advanced Techniques 

Self Healing

✦Deep self healing is possible in projection states

✦Our physical body definitely reacts to events OOB

✦Body is very responsive to OOB imagery & suggestion

✦During events OOB, chemicals are released, cellular 
changes take place in physical body

✦Let’s look at a few techniques for healing...



Advanced Techniques 

✦Visit an expert, doctor, healer

✦Take medicine (herbs, potions, creams, drugs)

Self Healing Techniques



Advanced Techniques 

✦Act directly on the energy body

✦Auto-suggestions

✦Psychology

Self Healing Techniques



Advanced Techniques 

Creative Development & Fulfillment

✦Practice Skills (sports, martial arts, surfing, etc...)

✦Study the energy body (healers, body workers, etc...)

✦Fulfillment of Desires; Entertainment

✦Artistic Creations (painting, sculpture, etc...)

✦Engineering / Architecture / Landscaping



Advanced Techniques 

✦Desire

✦Focus

✦ Intent

✦Wobble free, unwavering, clear, consistent, confident

✦We get what we concentrate upon

✦Our emotions & expectations  
act like magnets, or paints 

Keys to any OBE Techniques



Advanced Techniques 

“Your attitudes towards what is possible determines 
what is possible for you in very definite terms. Your 
attitudes create possibilities and impossibilities.”

~ ES6, Session 274

Keys to any OBE Techniques



Review

✦Uses natural 24 hour rhythm of waking & sleeping

✦Catches mind in most ideal state for projection

✦Performed last hours of sleep, when REM is prevalent

Indirect Method for inducing OBE



Review

✦phantom wiggling

✦rotation

✦kinesthetic motion

✦rub the hands

✦observing images

✦peering

✦ listening in

Indirect Method for inducing OBE



Indirect Method
Stages of sleep chart

Source: Michael Raduga

First Sleep 2nd Sleep



Review

✦Techniques are performed in algorithm:

✦Upon waking during 2nd sleep, attempt to separate  
(get up, roll out, levitate, translocate - don’t miss it!!!)

✦ if unsuccessful, then start techniques

✦perform ea. technique 3-5 sec.

✦ if unsuccessful, go to next technique

✦perform 2 to 4 techniques, & repeat up to 4 times

✦ if unsuccessful, go back to sleep, try again

Indirect Method for inducing OBE



Review
✦If it start to work (!!!)

✦amplify the technique

✦when it reaches its maximum, attempt separation 
(get up, roll out, levitate, translocate)

✦If unsuccessful, go back to technique that was working

✦amplify again, attempt to separate again

✦If unsuccessful, cycle thru other techniques

✦If unsuccessful, drift back to sleep

✦start over upon next awakening

Indirect Method for inducing OBE



Review

How do I know if a technique is working?

✦you feel sensations of nonphysical motion 
(i.e. phantom hand, rotation, any nonphysical motion)

✦vibrations & sounds:  
buzzing, tingling, roaring, electric currents, any other 
unusual sensations

✦ images: start to appear, crystalize, materialize 

Indirect Method for inducing OBE



Overall Review
✦Use the Indirect Method for easy access

✦Upon awakening, attempt separation, cycle techniques

✦Once OOB, make sure to deepen & maintain the state

✦Have a plan of action, and carry it out

✦Attempt re-entry after each return to the body

✦For OBE videos, lectures, and articles by me: 
www.SumariHealingArts.com

✦ I will post these slides on my website

http://www.SumariHealingArts.com


"... An almost automatic determination must be 
set up however if projections with conscious 
awareness are to be anything but rare 
oddities."  ~ ES6, Session 274, my emphasis

Determination & Focus



Conclusion
Each dream, first of all, begins with psychic energy which 

the dreamer transforms not into physical matter but into 
a reality every bit as functional and as real. He forms the 
idea into a dream object or event with amazing 
discrimination, so that the object or event itself gains 
existence, and exists in various dimensions.

 
It does not seem to exist in various dimensions. It does 

in actuality so exist. If a dream object or event straddles 
what you call not only time but space, and if, as I say, 
dream objects and creations maintain some independence 
from the dream, then can you see that although the 
dreamer creates his dreams for his own purposes, he 
nevertheless projects them outward in a psychic 
expansion.



The expansion, again, occurs as the dream drama is 
acted out. For the dreamer, a contraction occurs as 
he is finished with the events or drama for his own 
purposes, but no energy can be taken back.

 
Energy projected into any kind of a construction 

cannot be recalled, but must follow the laws of the 
particular form into which it has been for the 
moment molded. Therefore, when the dreamer 
contracts his multirealistic objects backward, ending 
for himself the dream that he has constructed, he 
ends it for himself only. The reality of the dream 
continues. I do not care if the idea now appears 
impossible… The fact remains that it is so.



The fact also remains that on other levels but 
conscious ones, you and every individual knows 
that the dream world is indeed constructed by 
the inner self with utmost care, with precision 
known only to the intuitions.  And each individual 
knows that such a splendid creation as this then 
exists beyond the self that was its origin.

 
~ Seth, Session 93



THE END
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